Field Evaluation of Experimental Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Techniques

The recommended technique of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) has changed minimally since the 1960s. It is intuitive that intermittent positive pressure ventilation should be provided to facilitate the elimination of carbon dioxide and the maintenance of oxygenation while the restoration of spontaneous circulation is attempted. In this issue of Anesthesiology, Saissy et al. present data suggesting that "breathing," in the classic sense, may not be necessary or desirable during CPR. Furthermore, they suggest that the application of continuous tracheal oxygenation insufflation may provide an alternative to traditional mechanical ventilation. In so doing, the authors provide solid evidence that standard CPR methods provided in out-of-hospital settings show a disappointing success rate (100% mortality in 1 week for a group of patients with asystolic arrests) and that the application of experimental (laboratory) data to the human clinical arena may be warranted. Saissy et al. delivered continuous insufflation of oxygen, which produced continuous positive airway pressure, during precordial compressions. They found that the combination of continuous positive airway pressure and chest compressions during CPR provided gas exchange equivalent to that provided by conventional intermittent positive pressure ventilation. Each technique provided equivalent success, which was measured by the number of patients with spontaneous return of cardiac activity. All patients received significant amounts of intracardiac ventilation and intravenous epinephrine, which are proven to cause disruption of ventilation-perfusion relationships and profound postresuscitation arterial hypoxemia. The replacement of intermittent positive pressure ventilation by the continuous insufflation of oxygen may have attenuated the development of ventilation-perfusion mismatching, based on results of arterial blood analysis. Of interest is the authors' presentation of blood gas and oxygen saturation values, which illustrates the inappropriateness of using arterial oxygen tension as a reflection of pulmonary function when intrapulmonary shunting is greater than 20% of cardiac output. Arterial oxygen tension and arterial oxygen saturation have a nonlinear relation secondary to the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. This relation is shown by the typical large standard deviation of oxygen tension values, which may skew data and foster misrepresentation (minimization) of the magnitude of pulmonary dysfunction. Use of the arterial oxygen saturation value is desirable not only for the assessment of oxygen delivery, but also for the analysis of pulmonary function.

Temporal aspects of this project are of interest. A specialist physician was at the scene of the cardiac arrest within 10 min—an unlikely scenario in the United States. This aspect illustrates a classic philosophical difference of opinion regarding optimal emergency care. Should the patient be transferred promptly to the well-equipped specialty institution or should specialty care be made available at the scene to stabilize the patient before transportation, even if that care causes delays in the hospital-based diagnostic and therapeutic interventions? The average time from cardiac arrest to restoration of spontaneous cardiac activity was more than 25 min in both treatment groups. Although the early application of advanced cardiac life support, including electric shock and drug therapy, is a key to improved survival in any setting; optimizing the techniques of artificial ventilation and circulation also are important. It is reasonable to speculate that enhanced oxygen delivery and carbon dioxide removal during this critical time may improve survival and quality of life for survivors.

The issue of human research ethics is raised when performing randomized trials on patients who are unable to provide consent and when obtaining approval from next of kin is not possible. Extensive animal studies have investigated alternative methods of providing gas ex-
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For more than a decade, numerous alternatives to the recommended standard of ventilation during CPR have been advanced in the experimental research literature. Few investigators have performed controlled trials with human subjects. Replicating experimental CPR research in a clinical or field setting poses significant ethical and liability concerns; however, progress in clinical medicine is impossible without taking this crucial next step.
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